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Exegesis on Romans 2:14-15 – 1st Draft 
 
Largely from Romans 2:14-15, did the Westminster Confession of Faith (1646) build their premise of the moral 

law of God, written on the hearts of all men (“having the law of God written in their hearts… Beside this law written 

in their hearts, they received a command, not to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil;”
1
). And thus it 

pays heed to investigate the actual contents of this evidence for their proposition.  

 

My own interest in the passage, decades ago, emanated out from a different question; that of justification. 

Because of innate scrupulousity, I desired to see the Justice in Justification (“he might be just, and the justifier of 

him which believes in Jesus”
2
). The question in play was how can God justly condemn those who had never 

heard the Law or the Gospel? It is a concern appropriate to the current controversy over Rob Bell’s book “Love 

Wins” (2011) and Universalism. 

 

As commonly understood in human justice, criminally indicting a person for violating a law that does not exist; or 

is legislated and published ex post facto, (‘stated after the fact’); or is legislated but unpublished; constitutes 

injustice. The plot of Kafka’s book (“The Trial” – 1925) centered on this theme. And Scriptures is not foreign to this 

concept. “And where there is no law, there is no transgression.”
3
 “Before the law was given, sin was in the world. 

But sin is not taken into account when there is no law.”
4
  

     

Therefore, if the Law had not been published until Moses, and was and is not available to the better part of the 

world, how could God justly judge and condemn those who have never heard? One argument centered around 

the imputing (assigning) of guilt from Adam’s sin to all humanity, based on Romans 5:15-19. However, one cannot 

explicitly or incontrovertibly read imputation of Adam’s guilt upon all mankind from that passage.  

 

Having had to remain for class detentions on account of misdemeanors by non-confessing students, I have a 

visceral reaction against the injustice of collective guilt. Kafka’s “The Trial” resurrects in the mind. It violates the 

Mosaic Code “Fathers shall not be put to death for their children, nor children put to death for their fathers; each is 

to die for his own sin.”
5
 Even if God “punishes the children and their children for the sin of the fathers to the third 

and fourth generation”
6
, it is the (natural?) consequence of the father’s sin, not the guilt that is being expressed 

there. It is reiterated elsewhere. “Everyone will die for his own sin.”
7
 It violates the very same principles of justice 

which allow Christ to justify many. As Christ being infinite in worth can be considered equivalent to the many 

mortals; Adam, being just one mortal cannot lawfully delegate his condemnation to any beyond himself. (Although 

a single fully righteous human being could through scriptural legal logic pay for the solitary punishment for Adam.) 

It is the same logic underlying the verse “it is impossible for the blood of bulls and goats to take away sins”
8
.  

 

The passage itself states “but the gift is not like the trespass”
9
; “the gift of God is not like the result of the one 

man’s sin”
10

. Therefore, if the gift of God through Christ was imputed, should not the condemnation through 



Adam’s sin be passed onto other men through other means? An imputed guilt sentence upon man through Adam, 

as Federal Head of the human race, is just unjust sheep manure. 

 

It suffices that Adam and Eve infected their being with a sin principle and sinful nature which all inherit as 

consequence of being descendents. There is no injustice in this. The very reason why sin is sin and deserves 

judgment is that it brings misery and destruction to the person and to his/her environment; whether natural or 

social. The social environment means that sin offends and deleteriously affects other innocent people. Children 

and hemophiliacs are collateral damage of one man’s philandering with a rhesus monkey; the purported origin of 

the AIDS epidemic.  

 

Therefore, by what just right does God condemn those who are not under the Law or have never heard the 

published Mosaic Law? 

 

Context 

 

Before getting to the locus of the argument, some less common understandings about this passage need to be 

disabused. One concerns the reference to the ‘Gentiles’ (the literal sense is the ‘nations’ in the Greek) in this 

passage as constituting believing Gentiles; whether prior to and/or after the advent of Christ. It appears to be the 

present position of N.T. Wright and S.J. Gathercole amongst others. 
11

 It is a most peculiar position. 

 

The whole flow and point of Paul’s argument from when he commences…  

 
The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the godlessness and wickedness of men who 
suppress the truth by their wickedness. (Romans 1:18)  

 
…until he concludes… 
 

We have already made the charge that Jews and Gentiles alike are all under sin. (Romans 3:9) 
 
…is to demonstrate that “no one will be declared righteous in his sight by observing the law”.

12
 Making that point, 

Paul immediately declares thereafter, “But now a righteousness from God, apart from law, has been made 

known”
13

. Therefore, all references within that prior section concern attempts by humanity at justification through 

obedience to law. There lacks any explicit inference to persons, Jew or Gentile, as belonging to the covenant of 

grace through faith (i.e. Abrahamic covenant). All references to Gentiles (Romans 2:14-15) or the uncircumcision 

(Romans 2:26-29), speak in the context of Gentiles who “do by nature the things contained in the law”
14

, who 

“keep the righteousness of the law”
15

, and who “fulfill the law”
16

. However, it is universally acknowledged in 

Christian circles that complete obedience to Law is impossible.  

 

To whom was Paul speaking in the second chapter of Romans? The view of those who think that verse 14 and 15 

reference converted Gentiles also believe that the legal case against unconverted Gentiles had concluded with in 

the first chapter.
17

 Thus, the second chapter is perceived to pertain only to Jews. In that light, many will find the 



15
th
 verse incoherent and only makes sense if referencing converted Gentiles. However, the first 16 verses are 

speaking to the world’s moralists, whether Jew or Gentile.  

 

The problem begins in translation and exegesis of the 1
st
 verse; along with modern historical illiteracy and 

prejudice. In the NIV, it is written… 

 
You, therefore, have no excuse, you who pass judgment on someone else, for at whatever point you 
judge the other, you are condemning yourself, because you who pass judgment do the same things. 

 
In the AKJV, it is written… 
 

Therefore you are inexcusable, O man, whoever you are that judge: for wherein you judge another, you 
condemn yourself; for you that judge do the same things.  

 
The original Greek transliterates to “anthrōpe”. Most persons have sufficient linguistic knowledge to know that the 

root anthro relates to man or mankind (i.e. anthropology). The 3
rd

 verse repeats this terminology, which even the 

NIV picks up.   

 
So when you, a mere man, pass judgment on them and yet do the same things, do you think you will 
escape God's judgment? 

 
One cannot deem the NIV as being totally inaccurate. One can still detect in Paul’s argument that Paul is 

referencing that universality of men who judge others but do the same. However, using stricter translation from 

the Greek clarifies this universality. As it is, it is easier for commentators to caricaturize the 1
st
 Chapter for those 

lascivious and immoral Gentiles and the 2
nd

 chapter for those moralist Jews. History does not grant such discrete 

distinctions. However, the text, in language and argument speaks generically and universally to all moralists. 

Indeed, Paul’s arguments are polemical; attempting to demonstrate moral culpability in every category that a 

mortal perceives himself to belonging. 

 

One must remember that it was to Romans to whom this Epistle was sent. Paul was recognized primarily as the 

apostle to the Gentiles (“They agreed that we [Paul & Barnabas] should go to the Gentiles, and they to the 

Jews.”
18

) The Epistle is purportedly written between 55 and 57 A.D.; likelier the latter date. Roman Emperor 

Claudius had just expelled all Jews, living in Rome (estimated 40-50,000) in 49 A.D. for “disturbances and riots 

among the Jews at the instigation of Chrestus.”  (Suetonius). 
19

 It was not rescinded until Claudius’ murder and 

Nero’s assumption to the purple in very late 54 A.D. Just how many Jews would have returned to Rome within 

two years of regime change that Paul would write so extensively toward them? 

 

Furthermore, contrary to modern prejudices about Roman ethical mores, Roman Republican morality at least, 

though different from the Judeo-Christian kind, was in many ways, more austere and severe than the Jewish 

variety. Yes; rampant divorce, promiscuity, conspicuous consumption, greed and disregard for the plebian 

became the rule. However, there still remained a minority of old Republican moralists, even in Paul’s time. 

 

We know of this severity in lieu of considerable extant literature, particularly after end of the 2
nd

 Punic War (218 -

201 B.C). Until 190 B.C., drunken wives were liable to ‘justifiable’ execution by their husbands. The first confirmed 



historical recording of divorce (circa 235 B.C.) was imposed upon “Spurius Carvilius, a man of distinction” by the 

censors, whose tasks included maintaining public and private morals. His fault lay in admitting to having married 

his barren women out of love rather than “for the purpose of having children”.
20

 Unlike Judaism, the egalitarianism 

of monogamy was strictly enforced as means to maintain social cohesion. It was considered effeminate for men to 

dance. The Romans, like the Greeks, considered the ‘barbarians’ of the Middle East to be effeminately sensuous. 

They, like the Greeks condemned the Jews for not diluting their wine. The many rearguard sumptuary laws that 

were passed between the middle of the 2
nd

 Punic War and Tiberius’s rule attest to a prior esteemed cultural and 

civic virtue of austerity and simplicity. Wealth disparity and conspicuous shows of luxury had been seen as a 

threat to social cohesion (class warfare). 

 

But the influx of wealth and influence of Hellenist ideas corrupted the Romans from 2
nd

 Punic War onward; as a 

culture war between Hellenized Romans and an old republican moralist guard erupted over the next centuries; 

something familiar with modern Americans. With the rise of the Principate (Empire) after Augustus (14 A.D.), 

Hellenized Romans had essentially triumphed. Augustus’ controversial family values legislation (Leges Iuliae (18-

17 B.C.), Lex Papia Poppaea (9 AD)) had been beaten back and largely ignored. Many disillusioned Roman 

moralists turned toward Stoicism. Even Judaism became an appealing proselytizing religion to some disillusioned 

Romans, that is, until the Jewish War. The draconian rule of Domitian (81 – 96 A.D.) and the satirist Juvenal (late 

1
st
 – early 2

nd
 Century A.D.) probably constitutes the last screeching whimper of that Republican ethic.  

 

It would be to these pagan moralists that the 1
st
 half of Romans 2 was largely dedicated. The flow of the chapter 

confirms this. In the 17
th
 verse, the Jews are addressed in the particular. “Behold, you are called a Jew, and rest 

in the law, and make your boast of God.” If Paul was now specifically referencing Jews in verse 17, to whom was 

he speaking prior? This verse would be redundant and out of place if Paul was speaking to Jews from the 

chapter’s commencement.  

 

Purposes of the Verses 

 

How can God justly condemn those who have never heard the published Mosaic Law, nor been under it? It is to 

this, that the Romans 2:14-15 passage addresses. 

 
(Indeed, when Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by nature things required by the law, they are a law 
for themselves, even though they do not have the law, since they show that the requirements of the law 
are written on their hearts, their consciences also bearing witness, and their thoughts now accusing, now 
even defending them.) 

   
This passage does not indicate that Gentiles know or are under the Law, the whole 613 articles of the Mosaic 

Code, or any arbitrary human construct of an inscrutable and truncated “Moral Law of God”, or even the whole 

Decalogue. In speaking elsewhere “I am speaking to men who know the law”
21

, Paul inversely admits that there 

are many who do not know the Law, in part or in whole. It is not a matter of suppressing it. Considering that the 

item for consideration there was adultery; and adultery is one of the laws of the Decalogue; Paul admits that some 

may not know even about components of the Decalogue.  



 

It is implausible to believe that Gentiles have innate or rational knowledge of the whole Law or even the 

Decalogue. There lacks historical evidence to justify such belief. As Christopher Hitchens vitriolically pointed out, 

the only law code (that he knows of) in history that involves the thought crime of covetousness is that contained in 

the Decalogue. No human society, without Judeo-Christian influence, has practiced the Sabbath; a component of 

all constructs of Mosaic Law, including the Decalogue. Even supposedly committed modern Christians cannot 

state half of the Ten Commandments.  

 

It would be interesting to hear how, by use of natural law reasoning or innate knowledge without revelation; a man 

could ascertain that a particular day of the week should be set aside for rest and contemplation? By what logic 

could a man determine Saturday (or Sunday for some) be the Sabbath and not Tuesday or there being a rest day 

at all? Not all humans in world history are familiar with the artificial construct of weeks, or define weeks as seven 

days. The Day has an observable pattern. But the Week? The Romans used the Nundinal cycle (8 day week) 

from the early Republic until the 1
st
 Century A.D. Other cultures devised different arbitrary divisions. Furthermore, 

the Jews distinguish the Sabbath from sunset to sunset. By what New Testament grounds did the day switch over 

to a different arbitrary point in the middle of the night?  

 

As already noted, sin is not taken into account when there is no law. Therefore, for those parts of the Law that 

one does not know, one is not accountable. The exception may be the Jews, who remain under the whole Law; 

because God made an explicit covenant with the forefathers, who deigned to speak for their descendents. 

(Whether true, it doesn’t matter in the end.)  

 

In parsing, who do not have the law, do by nature things required by the law, they are a law for themselves, the 

phrase ‘do…things required by the law’, intimates a partial set of those things in the law. This subset that the 

Gentiles subscribe to constitutes a law for themselves by which God judges them. (The ‘they’ in they are a law for 

themselves in the NIV is ‘these’ in the Greek; referencing ‘things’ and not ‘Gentiles’. The latter (‘the Gentiles…are 

a law for themselves’) would be incoherent.) It cannot mean the whole law. Otherwise, the passage becomes 

redundant. Why bother constructing an argument pertaining to the judgment of Gentiles separately from Jews, if 

each and every Gentile will be similarly judged by the whole law?  

 

This is means by which “All who sin apart from the law will also perish apart from the law.”
22

 

 

And this is not inconsistent with human justice. We see a secular example of this principle provided by the 

Nuremburg trials after the 2nd World War. Germany had not been a signatory member of the League of Nations 

and thus not bound by any agreements with that body. No nation or body of nations, such as the Allies, had moral 

and legal jurisdiction over Germany, based on moral authority and principles of justice. Any charge of crimes 

against humanity would constitute an ex post facto or retroactive law. How then could the Allies prosecute for war 

crimes? The issue was not of power but of moral authority; which in the battle for the minds of the world, was still 

held then in high esteem. In the end, the Allies prosecuted the war criminals on the basis of violations against 



Germany’s own existing laws and constitution.   

 

 
Divine Command Theorists and many who unconsciously share that mindset emit impression that the counsels of 

God are inexplicable and lack any resonance within objective reality. (“I wrote for them the many things of my law, 

but they regarded them as something alien.”
23

) But this virtuous and wise God enacted laws that ultimately prove 

profitable within objective reality for the purposes that He seeks. One ostensible telos of the Mosaic Code was to 

fashion a Just Society within the constraints of human limitations and the human condition (i.e. sinful nature); to 

be light to the nations and demonstrations of God’s glory.  

 
See, I have taught you decrees and laws as the Lord my God commanded me, so that you may follow 
them in the land you are entering to take possession of it. Observe them carefully, for this will show your 
wisdom and understanding to the nations, who will hear about all these decrees and say, “Surely this 
great nation is a wise and understanding people.” What other nation is so great as to have their gods near 
them the way the Lord our God is near us whenever we pray to him? And what other nation is so great as 
to have such righteous decrees and laws as this body of laws I am setting before you today? 

24
 

 
It is largely through natural consequence of practicable compliance to the commands and counsels of God that 

wisdom and understanding become manifest; that “you may prosper in everything one do”
25

; “that you may be 

successful wherever you go”
26

; that Israel might have become “high above all the nations on earth”
27

. The laws of 

God are just and right and good. 
28

 They enliven the soul; make wise the simple
29

; bring clarity to the soul’s eye
30

. 

“In keeping them there is great reward”
31

; not because of keeping them. There is a natural beneficial 

correspondence between objective material/psychological reality and many of the Mosaic Laws which are 

addressed against it. In other words, whether a believer or not, there is some degree of benefit in abiding in the 

principles that are laid out in the Law. To the scrupulous degree that individuals, entities, societies and 

civilizations have ascribed and abided in these principles, they rise and fall.  

 

Abimelech of the Philistines understood the concept and guilt of adultery, even though “there is surely no fear of 

God in this place”
32

. The Code of Hammurabi (c. 1780 BC) contained laws concerning false witness, theft, debt 

relief, incest and reciprocal justice (eye for eye, tooth for tooth), amongst others. Republican Romans, who were 

barely acquainted with the Greeks until the Pyrrhic War (280-265 BC), let alone Jews; had laws, customs and 

social opprobrium against polygamy, adultery, divorce, drunkenness, gambling etc. Chastity (i.e. Lucretia), civic 

equality and pursuit of the common good were strong cultural values.  

 

None of these societies had laws exactly corresponding with the Mosaic Law. Nevertheless, it does suggest that 

Gentiles are capable of coming to some of the same ethical conclusions found in the Mosaic Law because the 

latter are sensible to the human condition. Thus, it could be said that these Gentiles do by nature, things 

contained in the law. There is practicable benefit to the works of the Law, ascertainable by the mediating 

subjective faculties of humanity.  

 

However, humanity lacks the omniscience to comprehend the vast complexity of existence and the laws that work 

best within that existence. Humanity’s sinful nature betrays honest and impartial endeavour to determine the Truth 



and the Good; let alone abide in it. Various ethical assertions and laws come bluntly or subtly short of ideal. 

Nevertheless, the historical evidence, even Biblical evidence, shows that unbelievers devise personal and social 

laws and customs that are approaching, to varying degrees, the Mosaic standard. 

 

Thus, the gist of the passage conveys that Gentiles have partial rational or practicable (empirical) understanding 

of the Law which they internalize as valid, good and proper (‘consciences also bearing witness’). It is in those 

things, which correspond to the Law, that are a law for themselves and upon which God will judge for violating. In 

those human personal ethics or social laws, which do not correspond to the Law, God will not judge. 

 

This Romans passage suggests a formula by which God could judge men ‘who do not have the law’; by judging 

them on those violations against their conscience which corresponds to the Law of God.  “You, therefore, have no 

excuse, you who pass judgment on someone else, for at whatever point you judge the other, you are condemning 

yourself, because you who pass judgment do the same things.”
33

 Christ intimates the same principle in the 

Sermon on the Mount. “For in the same way you judge others, you will be judged, and with the measure you use, 

it will be measured to you.”
34

 It is an answer to Universalism, which finds its resonating sustenance upon the 

apparent injustice of a God who condemns those who sin, apart from the explicit knowledge of the law of God. 

 

“Law of God Written in Their Hearts” 

 

Upon this passage, The Westminster Confession of Faith (1646) proposed that the ‘moral law of God’ is written 

on the hearts of all men from Adam forward. Apostle Paul, as already noted, inversely disclaimed such inherent 

knowledge (I am speaking to men who know the law). It might be ultimately true that the Mosaic Law will produce 

the best of all societies possible under the human condition. God’s wisdom will be ultimately vindicated. “So that 

you may be proved right when you speak and prevail when you judge."
35

. However, unless one is willing to 

concede the Catholic position that this engraved “natural law, present in the heart of each man”
36

 is unknown 

“because men did not read them in their hearts”
37

, a position without Scriptural support and impossible to prove 

otherwise; humanity is incapable of ascertaining all the Law by natural means. 

 

The WCF position is premised on the phrases ‘do by nature’ and ‘written on their hearts’ to suggest an innate 

engraving. Not only does it seem a liberal extrapolation from the meaning of the text, it appears as an obtuse, 

intellectualist and uninspired rendering. What does, written on their hearts, mean? Is it necessarily some 

mysterious supernatural endeavour? Certainly, the passage Jeremiah 31:31-34, echoed in Hebrews states that 

possibility. But in that God says, “I will make a new covenant”, which “will not be like the covenant”
38

; one is at a 

loss as to the new covenant’s newness and uniqueness if God had already written laws in the hearts of 

unregenerated men.  

 

The understanding is within the text; consciences also bearing witness, and their thoughts now accusing, now 

even defending them. To be written on the heart means nothing more than internalizing them with full agreement, 



becoming second nature, so to speak; which leads to those feelings of psychological guilt, and just condemnation 

of objective guilt for violating that with which one has been in full accord.  

 

This goes back to the discourse between shame and guilt. In shame, one reacts to the external opprobrium (or 

expected opprobrium) of another. One need not internally agree with the opprobrium. In guilt, one must, by 

definition, internalize and agree within the heart that the principle is good and the violation worthy of 

condemnation. (Whether in fact the principle is right or not, is another matter). 

 

And how does the text claim that the laws are written; internalized into their consciences? It is by nature; by 

naturally means; through humanity’s subjective faculties. This is confirmed elsewhere in Romans. 

 
Since what may be known about God is plain to them, because God has made it plain to them.  For since 
the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his eternal power and divine nature—have been 
clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that men are without excuse.

39
 

 
This passage declares that that which may be known of God without special revelation, is not learnt through 

innate intuition but through the appropriation of external phenomena through humanity’s subjective 

faculties; of the external witness of creation (‘clearly seen…from what has been made’).  

 
For although they knew God, they neither glorified him as God nor gave thanks to him; but their thinking 
became futile and their foolish hearts were darkened.  Although they claimed to be wise, they became 
fools and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for images made to look like mortal man and birds 
and animals and reptiles.

40
 

 
And included in these external witnesses to which humanity ought to be able to appropriate are those dealing with 

the first and second commandment of the Decalogue (Ten Commandments). A natural law, written and engraved 

in the soul of each and every man would not seem the Scriptural basis by which humanity appropriates God, let 

alone His ‘moral law’. It suggests that, theoretically at least, humanity ought to understand God through natural 

revelation (natural theology). The race of Adam, through painful toil and sweat of its brow, ought to be able to 

intellectually to separate grains of truth from the haystack of weeds.
41

 However, it is that humanity’s fallible, fallen, 

frail and faulty subjective faculties, which are sabotaged by a heart prone to intentional dishonesty and self-

deception, of motivations which skewer an honest appraisal of reality and blinded by the strong social and cultural 

influences and biases; this is not possible. 

 

And thus, in that showing that appropriating God through external means through man’s subjective faculties is 

flawed, a new covenant, new and unique in methodology and content, will be endeavoured. “I will put my law in 

their minds and write it on their hearts”
42

; the onus being on the ‘I’! 
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